A kind of virtual flying condition is assumed that the trust and resistance is the same that can keep the force balance during the flying process of high speed aircraft. The main function of this virtual assumption is that it can the unstable open loop aircraft fly a longer time so more date can be gotten and the duck wing response or effect can be analyzed more clearly. So it is a new method and it is effective and meaningful for the open loop dynamic analysis especially for high speed unstable control objects.
Introduction
The thrust changing sharply causes the pitching rotation moment of hypersonic flight vehicle difficult to balance from open-loop characteristics of canard test simulation graph [1] [2] [3] [4] . Thus it leads to the divergence of attack angle. So consider selecting thrust resistance balance mode, studying the open loop characteristic of the canard. The purpose of this test is to extend the time of the simulation. The divergence data of attack angle can be observed for a longer time. The open-loop characteristic of canard has the stable situation, which shows that the cause of the hypersonic aircraft attack angle divergence is the mismatch between the thrust and resistance, or the engine thrust is difficult to precise control. The open-loop characteristics of canard is researched on the special circumstances of resistance balance based on the U.S. air force announcing hypersonic vehicle longitudinal model [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , in order to have a further insight into superb control complexity problem.
Model Description
Considering the elastic shape structure, a kind of pitch channel hypersonic aircraft model built according to Lagrange equation is released by USA air force as followed:
3rd International Conference on Machinery, Materials and Information Technology Applications (ICMMITA 2015) And V is speed,  is the speed angle,  is attack angle, Q is the attitude angle speed, h is the height.  is the oil supplying factor, c  is the duck wing and e  is the lift rudder.
Simulation settings of free flying
In order to testify the rightness of the model of hypersonic aircraft, choose a initial height as 
Numerical Simulation and result analysis
With above model and air coefficients and set initial condition as above paragraph , write a program with m language in Matlab software, then the simulation can be done and simulation results can be shown as following figures. 
Conclusion
The open loop flight simulation of canard constant is done by setting the hypersonic flight vehicle driving resistance balance with the elastic assumptions in this paper. It illustrates that unstable characteristics of canard to attack angle is not caused by the unbalanced push resistance. By setting three conditions simulation that the thrust resistance is zero, thrust is normal, the resistance is assumed to be equal thrust, thrust resistance is normal, the results show that in addition to the first case that the divergence of attack angle is slow, the other two cases, the divergence of attack angle is almost the same speed. It shows that the divergence of attack angle is caused by the thrust mismatch with resistance torque, rather than the equal of a simple force can guarantee the moment balance. Therefore, considering that the force and moment are match balanced, then the unstable image of attack angle can obtain the essence improvement.
